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SECTIONAL PERSPECTIVE ACROSS SITE
SCALE 1:100

ARTIST IMPRESSION OF SPACES:

1. OUTDOOR NICHES

Each niche has the name and information of the deceased Each niche has the name and information of the deceased 
imprinted on the concrete niche block, inside the block 
contains a steel container in which the deceased pulverized 
ashes are stored within. When the visitor arrives to visit, they 
can touch the niche and have the unit light up upon touching.  

2. SEATING AREA ALONG NICHES 

Seating areas are located as large landings along the ramped 
path, after visiting the deceased’s niche, the visitors can sit 
and contemplate.

3. INLAND ASHES SCATTERING 

As scattering of ashes become more popular, the inland 
ashes scattering area serves those that wish to scatter ashes 
onto a flowerbed. 

4. WATER ASHES SCATTERING 

As Singapore does not stipulate a validity period for ashes 
and niche urns, the A-I proposes that after a certain period the 
ashes can be removed from the niches and scattered into the 
water (reflective pond) to free up more niche spaces for 
others in the years to come. 

FEATURES OF THE COLUMBARIUM THAT DIFFER FROM THE CURRENT 
SITUATION:

SEATING AREA ALONG THE OUTDOOR NICHES 

Seating areas are located as large landings along the ramped path, after visiting the deceased’s niche, the visitors can 
sit and contemplate while looking at other various elements on the site such as the reflective pond in the center. 
Along the path, if the niches are not taken up, they remain as voids for those walking along the path to look outward.

INLAND ASHES SCATTERING 

As scattering of ashes become more populaAs scattering of ashes become more popular, with 12% of the population more inclined to choose to scatter their ashes 
after passing on, the inland ashes scattering area serves those that wish to scatter ashes onto a flowerbed. 

WATER ASHES SCATTERING 

As Singapore does not stipulate a validity period for ashes and niche urns, the A-I proposes that after a certain period 
the ashes can be removed from the niches and scattered into the water (reflective pond) to free up more niche spaces 
for others in the years to come. 

The reflective pond area for water scattering is also at a comfortable height for those that are wheelchair-bound, to The reflective pond area for water scattering is also at a comfortable height for those that are wheelchair-bound, to 
allow them to scatter their loved one’s ashes comfortably. When the ashes are scattered the water also reflects the 
sky, the common saying is that when people pass on, they go somewhere upwards. It acts as a common columbarium 
niche space for all these people, it reflects all those that have gone up there. 

DETAIL OF INDIVIDUAL UNIT
SCALE 1:10

DETAIL OF UNIT STACKED 
SCALE 1:15

DETAIL SECTION OF COURTYARD SCALE 1:50

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC
SCALE 1:3504. Water ashes scattering area, after the validity period ashes can be scattered here3. Inland Ashes scattering at Block B, beside burning pits. 

2. Outdoor niches seating area. for contemplation1. Outdoor niches, along ramped path

1ST STOREY PLAN        
SCALE 1:350

2ND STOREY PLAN        
SCALE 1:350

ROOF PLAN        
SCALE 1:350

EXISTING

Consists of two existing blocks and 
other shorter outdoor niches

INSERT

Introducing a new block between 
the existing niches

CONNECT

Bridge connecting the two blocks, 
creating decentralised niches

REFLECT

Reflective pond in the middle of the 
connecting space

AMENITIES

Fragmenting the amenities spread 
across the niche path 

REST

Creating area along niche path for 
seating and resting

SITE LOCATION PLAN        
SCALE 1:2000

25 YEARS POST CONSTRUCTION

A new path can be included this can allow for 
another 8700 niches to be installed. 

Totalling up to 23,700 niches in 25 years.  

50 YEARS POST CONSTRUCTION

An additional path can be constructed, allowing 
for another 5000 niches. 

Amounting up to 28,700 niches in total

COMPLETED CONSTRUCTION

The completed construction allows for 
15,000 niches to be installed on the site.

TRADITIONAL FUNERALS 

The project is started by questioning the behavior of the 
way people grieve, linking it to various funeral activities 
and the act of loss of our loved ones. Through research, 
the current funeral traditions are carried out quickly and 
are inconducive to grieve. 

MODERN WAY OF REMEMBERING 

Redefining the act of these funeral activities, how the 
urn niches look like and their purpose in supporting the 
way the living can remember the deceased,.

PROJECT ABSTRACT

Project the A-I began from the curiosity about the behavior of the bereaved and how they grieve over the loss of loved ones. It seeks to redefine the 
columbarium as a space to have poetic qualities and a meaningful existence by manipulating its space, light, and shadow, instead of just serving its sole 
purpose as a practical ash depository location

With cremation being eventual, CNWith cremation being eventual, CNA states that for more than 50% of the population, the final resting place is in a columbarium based on religious 
beliefs. However, regardless of  religious beliefs, the act of placing the urns in the columbarium lacks in ceremonial process. This leaves the last step of 
the funeral hastily concluded and is unfavorable for mourning.   

This project theThis project the A-I, sited at Yishun columbarium, aims to create a columbarium space that moves from traditional to modern. Allowing the bereaved to 
conclude the journey of life of their loved ones, contemplate, and gradually ease them from grief. It is a space that contains memories of these people 
who come to visit their loved ones.

It instills a sense of ceremony to conclude their loved one’s journey in life, through the usage of circular forms and connecting the two existing blocks 
using ramps, allowing visitors to grieve and contemplate using the space between these decentralized niches.

THE A-I

RENDER OF WATER ASH SCATTERING AREA + TEMPORARY SHELTER
DURING QING MING FESTIVAL 


